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Tim Boyer
C o p y  E d i t o r
As the years have gone by, some of the 
roads around campus 
have deteriorated to 
such a poor condition. 
With potholes lining 
parts of Rose-Hulman’s 
roads, the suspensions 
of many cars have been 
tested. With the ex-
treme freeze-thaw the 
past couple years and 
Rose-Hulman’s method 
of removing snow, in-
cluding many corrod-
ing ice-melters, many 
students have come to 
realize that some of the 
roads are past the point 
of pothole repair. After 
repeated filling of pot-
holes, Rose-Hulman’s 
Office of Facilities Op-
erations recognized this 
problem and knows 
something needs to be 
done.
Facilities put in place a 
plan to repave the roads 
this spring. “The plan is 
to mill and resurface the 
roads around the aca-
demic buildings and in 
front of Speed Hall.  These 
areas are in the most 
need of repair,” Wayne 
Spary, Vice President for 
Facilities told The Rose 
Thorn. “The schedule is 
to accomplish the mill-
ing and resurfacing 
of the roads during 
the week after com-
mencement this 
year.  This is a time 
when closing the 
roads will have min-
imal impact with the 
people on campus.”
Since Rose-Hul-
man only needs to 
accommodate a 
limited amount of 
traffic, the Institute 
doesn’t repave of-
ten. “Resurfacing of 
the roads has been 
done in small sections 
or part of construction 
projects.  The last re-
surfacing was the road 
from the Apartments-
style Residence Hall up 
to the intersection by 
Logan Library,” contin-
ued Spary.
Sadly, because of the 
timing of the repaving, 
the graduating seniors 
will not be able to know 
the happiness of pot-
hole-less Rose-Hulman.
Smoother roads ahead
News Briefs
By Kyle Kamischke
Beauty is in the 
eye of the hacker
A computer programmer named Ber-
nie Peng decided to propose to his girl-
friend using the computer game, “Be-
jeweled.” He hacked the game such that 
when his girlfriend, Tammy Li, reached a 
certain score in the game a marriage pro-
posal would appear. When she reached 
that score and saw the message she said 
yes. The couple will be getting married 
over Labor Day weekend, and PopCap, 
the company that made the game will 
pay to fly them to Seattle as a portion of 
their honeymoon. The company, rather 
than filing a lawsuit against Peng for 
changing the game, is embracing the sit-
uation. They will even be giving copies of 
their game out as a wedding party favor.
Lawmakers angry 
at Google’s games
The New York Yankees recently had a Bos-
ton Red Sox jersey removed from a burial 
spot in the team’s new stadium. A construc-
tion worker buried the jersey under two feet 
of concrete as a way of cursing the team. 
Several workers overheard the man talk-
ing about the jersey and where he buried it. 
They later phoned in tips about the shirt’s 
location. Yankees’ President Randy Levine 
originally thought about leaving the shirt 
where it was, but then it was decided that 
they didn’t want to reward someone who 
had bad intentions.  It took over five hours 
of drilling to reach the jersey. The jersey will 
be cleaned up and sent to the Jimmy Fund, 
a charity associated with the Dana-Farber 
Cancer Institute in Boston. 
Buried jersey re-
moved to fend off 
curse
Several U.S. lawmakers are angry at the 
game that Google played with the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) with re-
gard to the auction of the 700-MHz spectrum. 
They were not happy that the FCC’s auction 
rules didn’t force Google to make a strong at-
tempt at winning the auction after getting the 
open access requirement attached to the auc-
tion. The company admitted that they were 
not interested in winning the auction. They 
only wanted to ensure that applications and 
handsets had open access to the spectrum. 
Florida Republican Representative Cliff Sterns 
protested that Google had no incentive to give 
telecommunication companies such as Veri-
zon and AT&T a run for their money. Repub-
lican Fred Upton, of Michigan, said, “Google 
is one of the richest companies in the coun-
try with a market cap of $140 billion dollars. 
That’s $40 billion more than Verizon.” Despite 
the protests, FCC chair Kevin Martin was very 
happy with the outcome.
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S t a f f  W r i t e r
Senator Barack Obama visited Terre Haute last week to speak at 
Terre Haute North Vigo High 
School as part of his presi-
dential campaign.  The rally 
took place on Friday, April 11 
at 8 p.m. in the high school 
gymnasium.  Tickets for the 
event were available at The 
Meadows Shopping Center 
and were in high demand. 
Senior civil engineering ma-
jor Stuart Nash explained, 
“We knew that in a town full 
of college students there 
would be a lot of demand for 
the tickets. So we decided 
to get in line by 5:30 a.m. to 
guarantee we would be able 
to see him on Friday.”
As Nash predicted, the 
tickets were popular and 
were quickly claimed.  The 
next day, Terre Haute North 
Vigo High School opened 
their doors for the event at 
6:15 pm.  Nathan Ingersoll, 
a junior electrical engineer-
ing major, stated, “The place 
was packed and there was a 
ton of energy in the gymna-
sium.”  Todd Nation, a Terre 
Haute city councilman and 
Obama  campaign volunteer, 
opened the event followed 
by an introduction by Bianca 
Gamble, another volunteer 
and past president of the 
League of Women Voters. 
Gamble stated, “I was hon-
ored and humbled at being 
given that opportunity. 
I’ll always remember it.”
Senator Obama spoke 
to the Terre Haute com-
munity for about an hour 
about his beliefs on many 
issues, including the ter-
mination of the No Child 
Left Behind program, his 
support of the develop-
ment of alternative en-
ergy sources, ending the 
war in Iraq, and his views 
on universal healthcare. 
Ingersoll stated, “The 
speech was very enlight-
ening and reinforced my 
absentee vote cast in Wis-
consin. Even if you dis-
agree with Barack’s stance 
on the issues, nobody is 
able to deny that he is an 
exceptional orator and it 
was a treat to witness him 
in person.”  
Senior electrical en-
gineering major Leven 
Browne said, “I have seen 
many of his speeches on 
TV and the Internet, so 
the message that he con-
veyed at the meeting was 
not new to me.  However, 
I was pleasantly surprised 
by the reactions of the 
audience.  Some of the 
supporters that sat near 
me consistently yelled 
out comments like ‘Tell it, 
Barack!’ and ‘You got that 
right!’, while the rest of the 
audience gave him multi-
ple standing ovations.”
Continued on Page 3...
Obama visits Terre Haute
Andrew Carlson/Rose Thorn
O S E  T H O R NT H E
Barack Obama gave a speech at Terre Haute North Vigo High 
School, Friday April 11, 2008, in preparations for the upcoming 
2008 Indiana presidential primary.
Matt Vargo/Rose Thorn
Pothole in front of Speed Hall causes traffic hassles, 
plans call for re-paving over break.
Brandon Couch and Nicholas Lee tribute on Page 5
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3 bd., spacious, quiet for study, EXTRA NICE!  
Call 232-6977 after 11 am.  Please leave ph #.
House for rent
1 - 2 -3 -4 bedroom apts. $390 and up some include all 
utilities but lights. NO pets. Gibson Apts 234-4884.
Gibson Apartments
Find the answers to all Rose Thorn puzzles at:   
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn
CLASSIFIEDS
Large, furnished three bedroom apartment available 
beginning Fall quarter. Nine month lease. $600 includes 
utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL104, Box 171, ext. 8247 or 
299-5182) for more information.
Apartment for rent
Nice clean house for rent near Collett Park. Two bed-
room, kitchen, living room, dining room, bath. Corner 
lot, fenced in backyard. No pets. Call 243-0555 for more 
information.
House for rent
Reserve your 3-6 bd. house now for 08-09 school year.
In better neighborhoods with ample parking and close 
to campus. 2+ baths, central air, fridge, range, dish-
washer, washer and dryer all included. Two car garages 
and very clean and well-maintained with 24 hr service. 
9-12 month leases. My past and current RHIT tenants 
are my references to you! Call 478-9286.
House for rent
4 bedroom house for rent
10 yr standing relationship with RHIT students
$200 per student.  Take both male and female
37 Home Avenue    (812) 232-0372
House for rent
3 bedrooms extra clean with kitchen appliance, 
North 10th St. (Collett Park)
updated basement, hardwood and carpet floors, 
fenced yard, car garage, no pets, 
e-mail Dr. Hariri (m.h.hariri@rose-hulman.edu)
 or call 317-873-5923. Please leave ph#.
House for rent
East
Are you looking for the convenience of walking to class 
but longing for a place of your own?  
 Check out Sharp Flats East
Located at Wabash and Hunt Road (the 1st stop light east 
of campus).   
We offer efficiencies, studios and one bedroom units.  
Efficiencies at $360 (with utilities) 
Studios at $395 (with utilities)
One bedrooms at $460 (with electric)
We offer your own bathroom, with shower/tub combo, 
wireless internet, laundry facilities, off street parking, 
great maintenance, friendly management, and housing 
to fit your budget. 
 You’ll also love the Trails End Café 40 located just in front 
of Sharp Flats East!  
 Please contact us at 812-877-1146.
Visit our site! www.sharpflats.com
Sharp Flats, LLC
In Town
Want a great apartment at a great price?  Check out Sharp 
Flats in town
Studios and One Bedrooms from $335 
Two Bedrooms from $580
Three bedrooms featuring spacious bedrooms with lots 
of closet space, large bath with garden tub, kitchen with 
breakfast bar plus more!
Four bedroom unit with large living room, kitchen with 
washer/dryer central AC.  Call to check it out.
Four-Five bedroom house, 2 baths, lofts, central AC, 
laundry, yard, plus more!
Five bedroom unit - Awesome, spacious, 1221 S 6th St. 
(across from Adelphia) with very large bedrooms, beauti-
ful kitchen, living room, 2 ½ bath, laundry facilities and 
more.
Six Bedroom unit located on S. 6th features 2 full baths, 
laundry facilities, family room, living room, central AC, 
and more.
Sharp Flats, LLC
Self Storage.  Student Discounts.
Clean, secure, automated gate.
2420 Spring Clean Avenue.  Near Plaza North.
(812)243-9052
Storage Solutions
5 bedroom house near ISU stadium, 2 blocks off Heritage 
Trail.  
Washer, dryer, range, and fridge included.
$220/student + utilities
2600 Fernwood
Contact Paul Barksdale at (812) 230-2992
House for rent
The Magic Number
by Jim Sedoff
Instructions:
Using addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x), and division 
(/), solve the puzzle by using all the given numbers only once to 
equal the Magic Number.
Puzzle 1
The numbers are already in the correct order. Just insert 
the operators in the blanks provided.
4171 = 29 ___ 64 ___ 19 ___ 77 ___ 38
Puzzle 2
Now, it gets trickier. The numbers are now out of order. Rearrange 
the numbers and insert the correct operators.
-31  = 38    44    61    8    44
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Honda CRV 2000 EX AWD 4cyl 
Automatic 4 airbags power moonroof CD 
keyless remote ABS 5 star crash rating 
Mohave Mist 80k new tires great condition 
$9,400.00 OBO     (812) 299-4660
Car for sale
George Washington U. preps for 
student loan scare
Friday, April 18, 2008 NEWS 3
  Mike Phillips
T h e  G W  H a t c h e t
The subprime mortgage crisis, 
which tore through the financial 
markets over the last year, has 
reached student loans. Officials 
at George Washington Univer-
sity are wary, but confident that 
students here will be able to find 
loans to cover the University’s 
sky-high tuition.
While no schools or students 
have reported problems access-
ing aid yet, potential shortfalls 
have sent Congress and financial 
aid offices scrambling to ensure 
students will be able to find fi-
nancing.
“I’m not pushing the panic 
button. I think we’re OK, from 
what I’ve heard,” said Dan Small, 
director of student financial as-
sistance at GW.
Student loans issued by bro-
kers have traditionally been 
resold to investors on bond 
markets, since brokers rarely 
have the funds to cover the loan 
themselves. But the collapse of 
the market for home mortgages 
last year made such debt a pa-
riah for investors, and student 
loans are the latest victim.
Most student loans are guar-
anteed by the federal govern-
ment through the Stafford and 
PLUS loan programs, which are 
limited. Last year, students re-
ceived about $60 billion in such 
loans.
As tuition has risen, students 
have turned to private lenders 
who offer more expensive loans 
to make up for the shortfall. 
These loans have grown in to-
tal from $1.6 billion in 1996, to 
more than $17 billion this past 
year, according to the College 
Board. Despite the exponential 
growth, they are also particu-
larly vulnerable to the financial 
market’s current ailments.
“I think the private loan end of 
the market is going to be much 
rougher than for loans backed 
by the government,” said Fred-
erick Joutz, a GW professor of 
economics.
Unable to finance new loans, 
some brokers are pulling out of 
the market altogether. In recent 
months, more than 50 lenders 
have ceased making loans, ac-
cording to The Washington Post.
Lenders are also raising credit 
score requirements and interest 
rates, becoming more selective 
about which students they loan 
to.
“Private loans are changing,” 
Small said. “They’re not going to 
give easy loans anymore.”
These problems have also 
drawn the attention of Congress. 
At a hearing on Tuesday, Sen. 
Christopher Dodd (D-Conn.) 
called on regulators to extend 
funds to student loan markets 
and warned against a possible 
“student loan credit crunch.”
Reforms proposed earlier this 
month by Sen. Edward Kennedy 
(D-Mass) and Rep. George Miller 
(D-Calif.) would increase the 
amount students could borrow 
under the Stafford loan program 
by $2,000 a year, let parents de-
fer loan payments until students 
graduate and allow the Depart-
ment of Education to buy stu-
dent loans from brokers.
This measure would help 
brokers issue loans even if they 
could not find buyers on the 
bond market, but would add bil-
lions of dollars in new expenses 
and risk to the federal budget.
“Increasing the Stafford loan 
limits is definitely a good idea 
since it makes students less de-
pendent on private loans,” said 
Sandy Baum, senior policy ana-
lyst for the College Board. “It’s a 
different question whether the 
government should do more to 
subsidize the market, and one I 
don’t know the answer to.”
Luke Swarthout of the U.S. 
Public Interest Research Group 
said lenders might abuse such 
measures.
“It’s reasonable and respon-
sible for Congress to put some 
additional safeguards into place, 
but those safeguards should not 
create loopholes for abuse,” he 
said.
Regardless of the outcome in 
Congress, Small said he has con-
fidence in GW’s position. The de-
fault rates for GW students were 
typically less than one percent, 
and he noted that the University 
anticipated many of the current 
issues and revised its aid accord-
ingly.
“They know the students 
graduate and pay it off,” Small 
said. “We think these strategies 
are still going to be OK, and we’re 
reviewing them constantly.”
But Small said he is worried 
about the roughly 5 percent of 
GW students whose low credit 
scores will make them ineligible 
for private loans.
“Where is that money going to 
come from?” Small said. “That’s 
the dilemma we’re faced with.”
He said, “I’m not trying to 
panic them, but these students 
need to sit down with a finan-
cial counselor so they know 
all of their options and under-
stand how this is going to affect 
them.”
Correction
In the March 21, 2008 edi-
tion of The Rose Thorn, we 
misattributed the photo in 
the “Rose Gun Club hits its 
mark” article. The photo 
had been attributed to Isaac 
Sachs, whereas it should 
have been attributed to Mat-
thew Vargo.
Correction
In the April 11, 2008 edition 
of The Rose Thorn, we misat-
tributed the article “Spring 
Career Fair draws a crowd.” 
The article was attributed to 
Rachel Howser, Staff Writer, 
whereas it should have been 
attributed to Parker Lee, Ad-
vertisement Manager.
Obama, from Page 1
After his speech, Obama opened 
the floor to questions.  Ingersoll 
explained, “He opened the floor 
to questions at the end of his 
speech and attendees were able to 
ask questions; I thought that was 
awesome. He openly responded 
to questions regarding Cuban re-
lations, school safety, and the re-
building of New Orleans.”
Many supporters favor Obama 
because of his differences from 
traditional politics.  Browne ex-
plained, “I also believe that the 
corruption and incompetence 
that has become apparent in the 
current administration will inspire 
Americans to support Obama.  He 
has made his independence, and 
lack of corporate obligations a 
central element of his campaign, 
and will craft his policies and de-
cisions based on the welfare of 
the American people rather than 
the lobbyists in Washington.”  In-
gersoll stated, “It became clear to 
me that Barack Obama is aiming 
to create a new kind of politics. 
A world of politics where voters 
are recognized by Washington as 
people who lose jobs, struggle to 
provide health care for their fami-
lies, and want to go to college but 
can’t afford it. As long as I can re-
member, the middle and lower 
class Americans have blindly fed 
the great American economic 
machine. Now that the machine 
is stalling, America is looking for 
change. [Presidential candidate] 
Barack Obama embodies that 
hope for change.”
Many of the attendees had 
a positive experience.  Browne 
stated, “All in all, the event was 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportu-
nity, and I continue to be an avid 
Obama supporter.”  Merry Miller, 
the department secretary for 
the Humanities and Social Sci-
ences Department, stated, “I’m 
definitely a Hillary supporter, but 
with Obama coming to town I 
decided I would go into it with an 
open mind.  I would hear what he 
had to say, his policies, what he 
would do for America.  He’s a very 
good speaker.  He’s motivational, 
but he did not convince me oth-
erwise.” 
  Dylan Polk
D a i l y  E a s t e r n  N e w s
Levi Cox sports a Mohawk, tattoos 
and several facial piercings.
But Cox, an Eastern Illinois Univer-
sity freshman art major, said he does 
not believe his appearance will have 
an effect on his ability to get a job.
“I’m not worried because it doesn’t 
really affect my major,” Cox said. “I’m 
not sure how much of a problem 
piercings are. It’s more (a matter of) 
how willing the boss is to hire.”
With the semester nearing its end, 
many students are looking for sum-
mer jobs and many graduates are 
looking for long-term employment. 
But there is a diverse opinion on 
whether or not appearance plays a 
factor in determining if a student is 
hired for a job.
Cox said there is a negative con-
notation with people who have long 
hair, tattoos or piercings in the work-
place.
“Organizations have their own cul-
tures and a kind of ‘brand identity,’” 
said Linda Moore, director of Career 
Services. “They base their appear-
ance expectations on that identity.”
She added the key for college grad-
uates and interns is to do their home-
work to identify those organizations 
that match well with their own per-
sonal values and characteristics.
Many companies do require their 
employees to take measures to either 
cover up or otherwise make altera-
tions to their appearances.
Such measures include covering 
up tattoos, removing earrings or oth-
er piercings, and replacing colored 
plugs for clear or skin-tone plugs.
Audra Dust, an employee at Posi-
tively 4th Street Records, does not en-
counter such a policy at work.
The record store has no policy re-
garding hair, tattoos or piercings.
Dust said policies regarding ap-
pearance pertain to certain jobs, such 
as a receptionist.
She added some people might 
even be discouraged from applying 
for certain positions because of strin-
gent policies.
“I can see why people would feel 
threatened,” Dust said.
Moore said while businesses are 
becoming more relaxed in terms 
of attire, she doesn’t see a scenario 
where tattoos and piercings are com-
pletely accepted.
“Today, workplaces require only 
business-casual or scaled-back busi-
ness formal attire for non-executive 
staff and for staff who are not in-
volved in meetings with important 
clients,” Moore said.
She also said the American work-
force is directly influenced by the 
emergence of global services.
“Employers are going to be more 
cognizant of international values 
and what international clients 
expect of the American worker,” 
Moore said. “The impact of the in-
ternational perspective will be an 
increasing influence on how the 
American workforce presents itself 
intellectually and visually.”
Moore added she is not aware of 
any evidence to suggest potential 
discouragement in employees, at 
least not in formal studies.
“Undoubtedly, some people do 
not select certain careers because 
they do not see themselves match-
ing the types of skills and attributes 
that are desired in that industry,” 
Moore said. “Nevertheless, there 
are some candidates who pioneer 
new attitudes about what is accept-
able.”
Moore used an example by re-
counting the story of Miss Iowa 
2007, Abbey Curran.
Curran competed for the Miss 
American position with cerebral 
palsy, which resulted in physical 
abnormalities in her legs that made 
it difficult for her to walk, she said.
“She still competed in the pag-
eant, the swimsuit competition and 
used an assistant to help her walk,” 
Moore said. “That certainly was a 
challenge to the expectations for 
appearance of a viable beauty pag-
eant contestant.”
Moore said although self-selec-
tion is smart, it is more reserved for 
the employer level rather than the 
career level.
“Miss Iowa was probably very 
selective about which pageants she 
entered but did not exclude pageant 
competition from her activities, 
Moore said. “You might be able to 
wear flip flops or facial hair one day, 
but on another day your arms, feet 
and legs might need to be fully cov-
ered with pressed, quality clothing 
as a sign of respect for the person(s) 
that you might be serving.”
Appearances play changing 
role in obtaining jobsLike to 
Write?
Want to do 
something 
with it?
Write for the 
Thorn!
thorn@rose-
hulman.edu
Ben Collins
E n t e r t a i n m e n t  
E d i t o r
Empowered is a graphic novel 
only release by the series writer 
and artist Adam Warren. Warren 
has several major cover arts un-
der his belt, and has been a con-
stant gem in the comic industry 
and “Empowered” is his main 
comic project at the moment.
Manga as an art form has had 
many obstacles to overcome, 
especially in its transition to 
American culture, and into the 
eventual spawning of the Amer-
ican manga subgenre. The big-
gest obstacle that it has needed 
to traverse, besides the language 
barrier, is the extent to which 
it is taken seriously by Ameri-
cans. More people associate 
the idea of manga with anime, 
than with distinguishing it as a 
comic style or to give credit to 
the storytelling and sometimes 
superior artistic quality of Japa-
nese manga. American culture 
has accepted manga to an ex-
tent and has integrated some of 
the appealing facets of the style 
into our mainstream works and 
into dawning new genres. These 
integrations take the more blar-
ing features of both manga and 
anime  to new extremes;: absurd 
facial expressions with no real-
ism, and the flagrant exposure 
of the female body for humor 
and sexual appeal. We have had 
this latter theme consistently in 
our original comic repertoire, 
and yes, at times it gets taken 
to extremes, manga pushes that 
limit, and for the artistic vision 
that’s very appealing. Creating 
this new American manga-style 
has taken sophomoric ideals as 
flaunting breasts and something 
as inappropriate as bondage 
and degradation and using it as 
a selling point. It’s on this train 
of thought that “Empowered,” 
as a series, comes into play.
 For this American manga, he 
has created a character and a 
storyline that follows the idea of 
Japanese manga artistically, but 
breaks the mimicry with more 
American dialogue,  by being 
crass and obscene. The stories 
within this particular volume 
revolve around one seemingly 
constant theme in this series: 
Empowered gets into a set of 
scenarios where she is bound 
and flaunted, to the 
point of being the en-
tire plot of a chapter. It 
deviates occasionally 
from this to dive deep-
er into the individual 
characters and Warren 
shows his skills as a 
witty writer but over-
all, boobs and bond-
age are the motif.
Considering there is 
little to no linear story 
line, there is no real 
way to summarize the 
volume. Several sto-
ries, however, are es-
pecially interesting for 
their deviation from 
the main plot to give 
some background on 
Empowered’s love in-
terest, Thug Boy, and 
his previous anti-su-
perhero lifestyle. War-
ren also develops Empowered’s 
best friend, Ninjette, a drunkard 
ninja warrior, by showing the 
exciting fight scenes normally 
associated with manga, almost 
mirroring scenes in “Naruto.”
For a critique of the volume 
and of the series, it’s unfortu-
nate that the writing and plot 
was as  poorly developed as it 
was. I had a very low expectation 
going into the book, and while 
that expectation was overcome, 
it still stands as being an unorig-
inal and sophomoric attempt at 
developing an emerging breed 
of graphic  novels and comics 
in general. It’s entertaining and 
a quick read, yes, but there are 
many blaring problems overall 
that make the series suffer.
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Shayna Murphy
M a s s a c h u s e t t s  D a i l y  
C o l l e g i a n
In an age where ghost stories 
and torture porn rule supreme 
in horror, old-timers jonesing for 
slashers have been hard pressed 
to find their fix. Attempts have 
come and gone, often with re-
makes like 2003’s “Texas Chain-
saw Massacre,” but these ven-
tures have failed to capture the 
magic of the old ways. 
That’s why Sony Pictures is 
looking to end that incalculable 
search, for now at least, with a re-
make of the 1980 classic slasher, 
“Prom Night.” Done to death in 
a long strain of sequels, Sony fig-
ures it’s time to give those legions 
of “Prom Night” fans the remake 
they’ve been clamoring for. With 
a fresh cast and a hipper-than-
thou soundtrack, “Prom Night” 
boasts a night to die for. With any 
luck, that may actually be true. 
Brittany Snow stars as Donna 
Keppel, member of the graduat-
ing class of 2008. She’s got some 
heavy baggage - freshman year 
of high school, her entire family 
got slaughtered by a whacked-
out schoolteacher (Johnathon 
Schaech). Except for the occa-
sional nasty flashback - which 
seems to manifest only in times 
of prologue, she’s seemingly put 
the past behind her. 
Off to Brown in the fall, and 
tonight, to her senior prom, she’s 
ready to bid high school adieu 
with all the pomp and ceremony 
befitting a normal teenager. But if 
only she knew that an old friend 
was in town special for the oc-
casion, poor Donna may never 
have picked out a dress in the 
first place. 
Snow, the breakout star of 
last summer’s “Hairspray”, has 
a tough act to follow in “Prom 
Night.” She picks up a role for-
merly occupied by the legendary 
Jamie Lee Curtis during a time 
when Curtis was considered the 
Meryl Streep of scream queens. 
It’s not quite “Halloween,” but 
“Prom Night” enters the Curtis 
filmography before 1983’s “Trad-
ing Spaces” brought the actress 
A-list reputability. 
Snow shrieks at octave, but has 
issues duplicating Curtis’ feral 
wails. The rest of the cast, looking 
light years older than the kids they 
portray, are cardboard cut-outs to 
the model. There’s the boyfriend 
(Scott Porter) and the best friend 
(Dana Davis), both of whom are 
transplants from the wonderful 
world of primetime. There are oth-
er people too, mostly fodder for 
the chopping block. The trained 
eye should have no problem call-
ing out the death order quickly. 
Hot on the trail of the mad kill-
er is a cop (Idris Elba) who spe-
cializes in utter incompetence. 
He’s a graduate from the “Police 
Academy” school of detective 
work, so rather than seek out the 
bad guy, he just paces around 
the movie, scoping out cute girls 
and making lots of tedious calls 
on his cell phone. 
“Prom Night” looks pretty 
bad from here, and none of this 
should really be news. A hor-
ror film that’s silly and fantasti-
cal? Surely, dear reviewer, you 
jest. Before you sign this off 
completely, hear me out. By le-
gitimate standards, sure, “Prom 
Night” bottoms out. But even by 
its own genre standards the flick 
is a mess, and here’s why. 
As a killer, Schaech’s school-
teacher doesn’t tread new 
ground. Seasoned fans will see 
through his pretty boy looks and 
puppy dog crush, and call him 
out as the uninspired hack job 
he is. Despite efforts, newcom-
ers probably won’t be chilled by 
his stalk and prey of Snow and 
her compatriots, either. No killer 
worth his salt ever checked into 
the hotel before the big slaugh-
ter, to say nothing of the puny 
pocketknife which he uses to 
dispatch his victims. 
Slashers may be candy for the 
soul of aficionados, but the truth 
is, we’re not in Haddonfield any-
more. Slasher movie mainstays 
- senseless blood, guts, and nu-
dity - are overkill. In light of re-
cent trends, the things which 
made the original “Prom Night” 
a slasher staple show their age 
with today’s audience. 
Chalk it up to that great slayer 
of all things entertaining - politi-
cal correctness. No one used to 
care much if chicks got sliced 
and diced topless, because it was 
all in the name of good schlock. 
Then one day, liberal party 
poopers got the 
memo that these 
things were of-
fensive. Crying 
out misogyny 
and excess, 
they pushed the 
genre to a point 
where it had to 
alter its criteria, 
or else face mass 
condemnation. 
As a result, 
things like top-
less chase scenes 
just won’t fly in 
today’s horror. 
“Prom Night” 
isn’t about to rec-
tify this, but its 
absence ensures 
that the work 
suffers. While the 
old “Prom Night” 
may seem anti-
quated to audi-
ences, the stuff 
that made it ex-
emplary aren’t 
allowed casually 
anymore. 
Director Nel-
son McCormick, eager for an 
audience but hesitant to com-
mit to anything too obscene, 
keeps “Prom Night” clean as can 
be, and that’s a huge problem. 
The last thing anyone wants to 
sit through is a neutered slasher 
flick. 
“Prom Night” could stand to 
grow a pair, or at the very at least, 
put out a little. By any measure, 
slasher flicks needn’t be good 
to be entertaining. The re-envi-
sioned version of “Prom Night” 
is neither. The flick leads its audi-
ence on with the promise of sex-
ual themes and gruesome imag-
ery, but it’s only a tease. It would 
be better for all involved if the 
flick succumbed to the baser de-
mands of the genre, but instead, 
it remains wedded to its PG-13 
rating and horrific insinuations.
Full scholarships for science 
and technology students
Visit www.kaust.edu.sa/discovery or email
scholarships@kaust.edu.sa
The King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
(KAUST), a 21st century graduate-level, research university,
is offering scholarships for future leaders in science,
engineering, and technology.
The benefits of the KAUST Discovery Scholarship include:
• Full tuition at current institution
• Living stipend, book and computer allowance
• Upon graduation, admission and full scholarship for
the KAUST master’s degree program at the University’s
Red Sea campus
The KAUST campus opens in September 2009. Highly
talented students with one to two years remaining in
first university degree programs can apply now.
CONTACT:
KAUST Scholarships
520 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 740
Houston, TX  77027
Phone: 713.621.6300 x23
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technologoy
Rose Thorn -  3.88” x 8”
KAUST Discovery Scholarship
“Empowered” has an
excess of bondage
“Prom Night” doesn’t put out
“Prom Night,” a remake by Sony  Pictures.
http://www.imDb.com/
http://www.amazon.com
The third volume of the series  with cover 
art by Adam  Warren.
Margaret Kelly
G u e s t  W r i t e r
Nicholas Broadbent Lee was 
born on September 27, 1986, in Eu-
gene, Oregon to Scott and Laurie 
Lee.  His younger brother, Nathan 
was born in 1990, and although 4 
years separated the two, their ado-
ration for one another was obvious. 
While Nick was growing up, the 
Lee’s moved around, from Oregon 
to Salt Lake City, and then finally to 
Bryan, Texas, where Nick went to 
high school.  Even though the Lee’s 
settled in Bryan, they still travelled 
quite a bit:  a one-month stint in 
Austria, many summers fishing 
commercially in Alaska, and two 
three-month trips to Italy.  On the 
second trip to Italy, when Nick was 
a sophomore in high school, he met 
his fiancée to be: Jennifer Bartels.
Nick always had a passion for 
hard physical work.  His Alaskan 
summers were physically gruel-
ing, but he also loved demanding 
sports, such as mountain biking, 
snow-boarding, water polo, and 
swimming.  He began swimming 
around the age of 5, and continued 
to swim successfully through this, 
his junior year at Rose-Hulman.  
Nick had a smile that lit up rooms, 
a quiet confidence, and a magnetic 
personality that drew people to 
him. He loved his friends, flour-
ishing in their company, and tri-
umphing in their successes. He 
seemed indifferent to the lime-
light, yet he always seemed to be 
surrounded by friends. One of his 
closest friends at Rose-Hulman, 
Ben Butz, said, “I’ve had more 
great times with Nick in the few 
years I’ve known him, than I’ve 
had with people I’ve been friends 
with my entire life.”  All of Nick’s 
friends can say the same, and he 
will be sorely missed.
The phrase “low maintenance” 
was coined to describe Nick. He 
had a sweet disposition, and al-
ways strove to please and support 
his friends and family. He was pa-
tient, responsible, and pragmatic 
to a fault. He set life goals and pur-
sued them with focus and deter-
mination, yet he maintained the 
balance to savor every moment of 
his life. 
Nick had a wonderful relation-
ship with Jen Bartels, his fiancée. 
He was within weeks of completing 
his junior year in biomedical engi-
neering at Rose, and he was looking 
forward to working as a biomedical 
engineering intern this summer in 
Houston. 
Nick traveled extensively with his 
family, living in Utah, Italy, and Aus-
tria. From the time he could walk, 
he worked summers in Alaska with 
his family as a commercial salmon 
fisherman. He worked longer and 
harder than most grown men will 
ever know, and knew how to enjoy 
the effort. 
Nick was also a Varsity letter-
winner and captain of the Rose-
Hulman swim team.  The bonds he 
created with his fellow swimmers 
were those of mutual friendship 
and respect.
Nick was a great son, an incred-
ible friend, and an outstanding 
example of how we all should live 
our lives.  Nick had the innate abil-
ity to brighten any situation and 
positively influenced everyone 
with whom he came into contact. 
We are all lucky to have had him in 
our lives, and although he will be 
missed, he will never be forgotten.
“When you are sorrowful, look 
again in your heart, and you shall 
see that, in truth, you are weep-
ing for that which has been your 
delight...”
Brandon Dean 
Couch
Nicholas 
Broadbent Lee
Chris Casillas
C o p y  E d i t o r  
E m e r i t u s
Mandy Ferrell
G u e s t  W r i t e r
Brandon Dean Couch was born 
July 1, 1985, in Greenfield, Indi-
ana to Richard and Peggy Couch. 
He had two sisters, Sabrina Simp-
son and Jessica Couch.  Couch 
grew up on the family farm where 
he baled hay, raised beef cattle, 
and also participated in tractor 
pull competitions.  Couch began 
playing football at age 8.  During 
his football years, Couch was di-
agnosed with epilepsy and had to 
take a year or two off from play-
ing his favorite game.  His will 
was too strong to keep him away 
and once the seizures stopped, 
he went back to playing.
After graduating from New Pal-
estine High School in May 2003, 
Couch continued his education 
by attending Rose-Hulman.  He 
was a member of the Rose-Hul-
man football team.  Couch won 
The Spirit of Chauncey Rose 
Award three years in a row.  This 
was awarded to him unanimous-
ly every year.  The award will be 
renamed as the Brandon Couch 
Award in his honor.
Couch was a tutor for the Home-
work Hotline and an employee 
of the Mail Distribution Center. 
Couch was a sophomore advisor, 
and this is how he met his fian-
cée, Amanda Ferrell.  He was also 
a brother of the Phi Gamma Delta 
Fraternity.
Couch attended every basket-
ball game for which Ferrell was 
a cheerleader, and was the offi-
cial time keeper for the women’s 
lacrosse team.  He also enjoyed 
spending time with friends and 
was very approachable to talk with. 
He enjoyed playing billiards, bowl-
ing, board games, collecting mov-
ies, and doing crossword puzzles. 
He was a major fan of playing Xbox 
and both Ferrell and Couch played 
“Grand Theft Auto” together.
After completing his degree in 
the fall of 2007, Couch became 
employed at Harrison Steel Manu-
facturing in Attica, Indiana.  He 
had worked there since November 
as a project manager, working on a 
half a million-dollar project.
 In the spring of 2009, Couch 
and Ferrell had planned on be-
ing married on Valentine’s Day 
in Anderson, Indiana.  They had 
planned on going to Paris, France 
for their honeymoon.
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”
There are probably not enough nice words in the Eng-
lish language to describe Brandon Couch.  He worked 
for me in the Mail Distribution Center, maybe I should 
say he worked with me and everyone else; he helped 
everyone. Brandon was always considerate of everyone 
else’s feelings. 
My wife and I were fortunate enough to have been able 
to spend a little bit of time with him and Mandy outside 
of the Rose atmosphere, and my wife’s first impression of 
Brandon probably sums it up best—When you were in a 
conversation with Brandon, he made you feel as though 
you were the most important person in the room, no 
matter who or how many others were there.
 
Rick Alumbaugh — Manager, Mail Distribution Center
Photos of Brandon courtesy of 
Mandy Ferrell. Photos of Nick 
obtained from a memorial DVD 
available at the celebration of his 
life in Texas. 
”
“I’ll never forget the first thing I thought before I walked into his room [freshman year]:  “Couch is a funny last name, and I’m glad it’s not mine!”  The moment I saw him, his face lit up, as so many of you can probably see even now.  Some days later, he told me that he never ac-tually imagined he’d find love.  He actually hoped that since he decided to become an engineer, he could make 
some money that would reel someone in.  The night 
before school started, Brandon and I talked all night 
out on Mees patio, and when we went to breakfast that 
morning, we didn’t say a word — but we didn’t have to. 
It seemed childish at the time and I knew it did, but I 
already felt like I wanted to be with this guy forever.
Mandy Ferrell — Fiancée
Nicholas 
Broadbent Lee 
September 27, 1986 
to April 5, 2008 
Brandon 
Dean Couch 
July 1, 1985 
to April 8, 2008 
”
“
We met Nick three years ago, freshman year at Rose-
Hulman.  Over our three years at Rose, we have never 
worked so hard in our lives, but we also had the time of 
our lives.  Nick was an important part of our group.  His 
being there guaranteed that there would be a good time. 
Even if there was nothing to do we could just give him a 
hard time for his huge black pants and all was well.  We 
all lived in a house together and he always went well out 
of his way to make sure others that came to visit were 
having a good time.   We wouldn’t trade the years we 
spent with Nick for anything in the world.  We had some 
awesome experiences, and we made stories we will tell 
for the rest of our lives.
Kevin Butler, Ben Butz, and Doug Hale — Friends
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S t a f f  E d i t o r i a l
Without a doubt, the Rose-
Hulman community has been 
struck by tragedy over the past 
few months. The hospitaliza-
tions of Jeff Trune, Drew Christy, 
and Adam Effinger and deaths 
of Nick Lee and Brandon Couch 
have been tragic blows to our 
campus community which will 
have lasting effects on many 
lives. 
The recent outpouring of love 
and generosity on the behalf of 
Drew Christy has been an im-
pressive statement of the Rose 
community’s dedication to sup-
porting its own. The donations 
of many caring individuals and 
organizations on campus have 
not only undoubtedly made a 
difference in the lives of Drew 
and his family, but have proven 
that Rose is more than a college: 
it is a tight-knit community of 
people who genuinely care about 
their own. We should all be very 
proud of our actions in response 
to the calamity that has befallen 
Drew and his family.
Sadly, our trials have not been 
limited to Drew’s accident. Four 
other Rose-Hulman students 
and their families have been 
struck with tragedy who are no 
less deserving of our love and 
support through this difficult 
time. It is important that the 
overwhelming response that 
the Rose-Hulman community 
made in assisting Drew and 
his family is repeated as many 
times as necessary in order to 
properly care for our own: for 
Jeff and Adam who are still hos-
pitalized, and for the families of 
Nick and Brandon, who are still 
in mourning. 
What we can offer these fami-
lies is not necessarily restricted 
to financial support: our time, 
emotional support, and prayers 
can speak just as loudly and are 
just as important to those struck 
by tragedy – a simple phone call 
can be price-
less; a visit to a 
hospital room 
can speak as 
loudly as a 
check.
We also 
must not al-
low sudden 
and shocking 
tragedies to 
eclipse those 
which have 
come on more 
quietly, yet are 
no less devas-
tating. While what has befallen 
Jeff and his family has been less 
abrupt and dramatic than what 
has happened to Drew, Adam, 
Nick, and Brandon, they are just 
as entitled to our love and sup-
port.
We must be wary of compla-
cence: it is easy to let our empa-
thy wane with 
repeated use 
and the zeal 
with which 
we originally 
pursued the 
assistance of 
Rose families 
in need can 
diminish with 
time. When 
c o n f r o n t e d 
with such 
sudden and 
repeated trag-
edy, it is often 
all one can do to keep from curl-
ing up and turning inward in 
order to cope with such horrific 
events. However, the temptation 
toward such behavior must be 
actively resisted: there are those 
among us in desperate need of 
our help and we must not hesi-
tate for a moment to freely give 
it.
Over the last few months, our 
community has been struck 
with repeated tragedy. Despite 
this fact, we are still that: a com-
munity. It is our duty to lift up 
those of us who have been hurt 
most by these events in their 
time of need, or we will cease to 
be what we claim. We have prov-
en, in the case of Drew Christy, 
what we are capable of in terms 
of providing financial and emo-
tional support. It is paramount, 
both to these families and to 
ourselves, that we continue to 
do this for the most recent vic-
tims of tragedy in our Rose-Hul-
man family. 
A challenge to the Rose-Hulman community
Ryan Schultz
N e w s  E d i t o r  
E m e r i t u s
Perhaps I am about to doom 
myself to geek hell, but whatever. 
I have to say that the removal of 
the bandwidth limit is, perhaps, 
the worst thing Those-Who-Make-
The-Rules have done since Dr. 
Midgley was here (that’s a back-
handed compliment, by the way). 
Anyway, point is, I think removing 
the bandwidth limit was a terrible 
idea.  Many of you will disagree 
with me for various (illegal *cough* 
*cough*) reasons, but I hope that 
by the end of this piece you will be 
able to see my point of view.
Long story short, Rose has a fi-
nite amount of bandwidth that is 
shared by all users of the network, 
from faculty to students to staff. 
Under the previous bandwidth-cap 
system, torrents and general usage 
(like watching streaming content) 
had to be throttled so people could 
sneak under their 48 hour limit. 
This meant that even when the 
network was at capacity, the peak 
traffic was more sporadic, allowing 
more users the full-throttle band-
width experience.  With no need to 
throttle torrents or limit streaming, 
traffic is constant, thereby perpet-
ually hogging a chunk of available 
bandwidth and not providing the 
gaps that allow more users to com-
municate.  It’s like a big bowl of 
M&Ms at a party.  If torrenters and 
streamers have dixie cups and they 
all take a small scoop of the M&Ms, 
then plenty of candies are available 
to the other partygoers.  But, if the 
same number of people are given 
buckets instead of dixie cups, then 
the number of candies left to par-
tygoers is significantly smaller.  Get 
my drift?
I could prattle on and on how it’s 
“not fair,” that so few ruin it for so 
many.  How this is one more exam-
ple of a few bad roses ruining the 
entire bouquet (awful pun intend-
ed).  But I won’t.  Instead, I propose 
the following argument.
A torrenter or streamer would 
argue: “If the bandwidth is there, 
and since I pay the same fee as 
everyone else, I have a right to 
use as much as I want.”  To which, 
I would reply, “Yes, you pay the 
same as everyone else, so yes, you 
have as much privilege to it as I 
do.  When your privilege to use the 
network for your personal reasons 
interferes with my right to use it 
for my academic reasons, then my 
right trumps your privilege.”  The 
bandwidth limit kept the network 
abusers in-check so the rest of us 
could use the internet for work and 
legal pursuits.
The situation is bad (have you 
looked at the bandwidth usage 
monitor recently?).  I’m not going 
to quote any numbers because, 
again, on paper, the situation 
doesn’t look nearly as dire.  But, the 
feeling, the perception of pokiness, 
is disappointing for a school that 
unabashedly flaunts its flagship 
status.
Now, certainly you’re asking 
yourself, what could somebody 
possibly be downloading and up-
loading so much all of the time? 
Does the internet really contain 
that much free content?  The an-
swer, as I’m sure you’re well aware, 
is no.  Torrents are, for the most 
part, 100% illegal.  It is a highly 
sophisticated way to steal content 
simultaneously from many sourc-
es.  I personally don’t care what an 
avid torrenter says – if a song, mov-
ie, or piece of software is on their 
computer that they didn’t pay for 
in some form, then that’s stealing, 
pure and simple.
Personally, I don’t have a prob-
lem with pirates because what 
people do on their own time is their 
own business.  However, I imagine 
that Rose might have a problem 
with it.  Let me propose the fol-
lowing hypothetical scenario:  the 
Recording Industry Association 
of America (RIAA) discovers that 
Rose-Hulman houses an unusu-
ally high concentration of the in-
ternet-savvy and is a hot-spot for 
illegal pirating activity.  Rose used 
to slip under their radar because 
network users were throttled low 
to evade the bandwidth limit.  But 
now, with no cap, Rose suddenly 
becomes very visible to the RIAA 
who subsequently files suit.  Be-
cause they’ve knowingly eliminat-
ed the one tool that kept piracy at 
bay (har har), the administration 
will be forced to walk the plank.  
In Rose’s confining walls, we as 
students lose sight of the privileges 
that this place offers us.  At other 
fine schools around the country, 
students have limits on the num-
ber of pages they can print from 
school printers, have the internet 
bottlenecked through online nan-
nies, and have severe bandwidth 
restrictions.  And nobody com-
plains.  Nobody sends a cathartic 
email to the system administrators 
demanding to be given unlimited 
throughput for their own selfish 
personal reasons.  In fact, when 
I’ve spoken with students from 
other schools about our internet 
access, many of them are incredu-
lous that the administration of the 
school would trust us enough to 
allow us that sort of access.
So, let me summarize the rea-
sons you, IAIT, should bring back 
the bandwidth limit.  (1)  Percep-
tible slow-down unbecoming of a 
school that flaunts that it’s #1  (2) 
There’s no way that a policy that 
allows interference with academic 
endeavors (that is, unlimited tor-
renting and streaming that hogs 
bandwidth) is consistent with the 
goals of the Institute (to provide 
the best academic experience pos-
sible)  (3)  The RIAA.  So, please, 
bring back the bandwidth limits. 
I close with this question to you 
IAIT, do you honestly believe that 
the same student body that sends 
you the deluge of immature hate-
mail when they get 56k-ed can “use 
this shared resource responsibly?” 
I think we both know the answer to 
that question is a resounding “no.”
Bandwidth limit gone =
bad move
Send your 
opinions to 
opinions@
rose-hulman.edu
Kevin Butler, Ben Butz, 
Douglas Hale, Margaret 
Kelly, Zach Tatlock, and 
Kristopher Williams
G u e s t  W r i t e r s
Known to his family and close 
friends only as “The Moose 
Cruncher,” Nicholas Broadbent 
Lee was born on September 
27th 1986 in Oregon.  Some say 
he was the spawn of Bigfoot and 
Charlemagne; others say he was 
born of Scott and Laurie Lee. 
We are in no position to decide 
who was right.   Legends of Nick 
began to arise around the year 
1990 when he slain an Orca in 
the Great Salt Lake.  Locals still 
sing of his exploits, and perform 
a dramatic re-creation of the 
event yearly.  
Shortly thereafter, Nick’s fam-
ily was forced to escape the 
fame, and moved to Bryan, Tex-
as.  While in Bryan he tried to 
maintain a normal life but em-
braced the color purple as it was 
hard to forget his royal blood 
line. After defeating puberty at 
the age of five with nigh a voice 
crack or pimple, Nick spent 
his summers working the seas 
along the Alaskan coastline.  It 
was routine during these fish-
ing expeditions for Nick to use 
his own body as bait, lulling the 
sharks into a false sense of secu-
rity before bludgeoning them to 
death with a Louisville Slugger. 
While in port, Nick oft compet-
ed in lumberjacking competi-
tions to prove his mettle.  Nick 
dominated these competitions, 
winning all but one of them. 
In the one he did not win, Nick 
lost a hand while chain-sawing 
a log, only to reattach it him-
self mid-competition and fin-
ish second. While spending a 
night in the hospital to recover 
from this mishap, Princess Di-
ana and Nelson Mandela visited 
him to deliver a magical puppy 
to help speed his recovery. Nick 
loved this puppy with the whole 
of his carbon fiber soul, mak-
ing his life goal to keep this 
puppy a puppy forever: small, 
furry, and adorable.  It was this 
love that lead him to biomedi-
cal engineering. However, after 
a week of research, Nick real-
ized his dream, and discovered 
how to make it happen, only to 
also discover that all of the con-
centrated adorableness would 
make the universe implode. 
Nick decided this was his secret, 
and his secret alone, for him to 
carry in his baggy, black pants 
as Atlas carried the world on his 
shoulders.  After all of his ex-
ploits, Nick decided it was time 
to lay low for a spell. 
In the fall of 2005, he was 
drawn out of his lull by the cry 
of the Chimera in the city of 
Terre Haute.  The Chimera was 
Nick’s mortal enemy, and after a 
brief struggle, Nick vanquished 
the Chimera with a spear forged 
from a can of Keystone and the 
femur of Montezuma.  After 
conquering the Chimera, the 
bane of Terre Haute, Nick de-
cided to stay and conquer the 
SRC Natatorium and Coach 
Caruso’s heart.  Nick found his 
homework simple, and instead 
spent his time single-handedly 
busting meth labs and teach-
ing local children the Hausdorff 
maximal principle.  After suc-
cessfully dividing the mean-
ing of life by zero, Nick used 
the Fundamental Theorem of 
Calculus to prove the existence 
of God, Moses, and Unicorns. 
Soon thereafter, “The Moose 
Cruncher” developed a work-
ing model of a cold fusion de-
vice that would simultaneously 
end the world’s environmental 
and energy concerns, gaining 
the praise of Al Gore, his holi-
ness the Dalai Lama, and his old 
friend Nelson Mandela.  Many 
speculate the pope would’ve 
also approved if it weren’t for 
a blood feud between the two 
over a T-shirt of Nick’s design. 
Unfortunately for us, Nick re-
corded all of his discoveries in 
an unintelligible script, known 
only to Nick, John Stamos, and 
the Loch Ness Monster. Nick 
truly was the “self made man”, 
literally hewing himself from a 
solid slab of bronze.
Tales of a baggy 
ninja
“
”
We should all 
be very proud 
of our actions in 
response to the 
calamity
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Engineer Scoreboard
      Men’s Golf
 April 12  
        Manchester Invitational                5th of 9 teams 
        Fort Wayne, IN
Baseball
19-9 (6-4)
April 11
     Mt. St. Joseph               1
     at Rose-Hulman           6
     Mt. St. Joseph               7
     at Rose-Hulman            5
Softball
16-8 (6-2)
April 16
     Greenville College        3
     at Rose-Hulman             0
     Greenville College         1
     at Rose-Hulman             7
Men’s Tennis
3-5 (3-2)
April 13
     Rose-Hulman                 4
     at Franklin College        5
Women’s Tennis
8-7 (6-2)
April 12
     Rose-Hulman                 6
     vs. Illinois Wesleyan U.   3
     Rose-Hulman                 0
     vs. Wheaton College       9
      Track and Field
 April 12-13   
        Little State Meet                         11 top-ten finishes
        Indianapolis, IN
Tim Boyer
C o p y  E d i t o r
For a sport that doesn’t always 
make the headlines at Rose, se-
nior biomedical engineering 
major Ryan Mitchell is making 
his mark. Leading the golf team 
to one of the best starts in about 
a decade, Mitchell holds his 
place among the top perform-
ers of the team with an average 
of only 13 above par. This was 
highlighted by a +9 performance 
last Saturday at the Manchester 
Invitational, earning him the 
5th spot out of 55 contestants. 
This weekend, Rose-Hulman 
will be hosting its first Invita-
tional in about 10 years at the 
Hulman Links Golf Course in 
Terre Haute.
Rose Thorn: How long have 
you been playing golf?  
Ryan Mitchell:  I have been play-
ing golf for ten years.
RT: What is your most memo-
rable match?
RM:  My most memorable match 
occurred during my freshman 
year of high school.  I was play-
ing in the final grouping in a 
match against Zionsville High 
School, the number one ranked 
team in the state at that time.  I 
birdied my final two holes, the 
last of which was a par four 
where I pushed my drive into 
the woods right of the fairway, 
hit a seven iron over the tree-
tops fifteen feet from the pin, 
and drained the putt with every-
one from both schools watching 
on a hill behind the green.  The 
birdie-birdie finish earned me 
medalist honors for the match 
and led my Hamilton South-
eastern Royals to a two shot vic-
tory over the Zionsville Eagles.
RT: How would you compare 
Rose’s program to that of your 
high school?
RM:  The golf program here at 
Rose is a little more relaxed 
than that of my high school.  We 
get the opportunity to practice 
whenever it fits into our sched-
ules and there is less pressure 
to play well on a daily basis, 
which actually allows me to 
play better.  I also like the fact 
that we get to play in both the 
spring and the fall in college as 
opposed to only playing in the 
spring in high school.
RT: What’s the most meaning-
ful award or recognition that 
you’ve received?
RM:  The most meaningful 
award that I have received came 
when I won the Hamilton Coun-
ty Junior Golf Championships 
the summer before my senior 
year of high school.  The most 
meaningful recognition that I 
have received came when I was 
named to the Indiana All-State 
Academic Team my senior year 
of high school.
RT: The Rose golf team is hav-
ing one of its best years in re-
cent history. How do you think 
the team could finish in the 
conference this year?
RM:  Franklin and Transylva-
nia are perennial powerhouses 
when it comes to HCAC [Heart-
land Collegiate Athletic Confer-
ence] golf.  However, Franklin 
has fallen off a bit this year; 
therefore, I feel that second 
place in the conference tourna-
ment is well within reach if our 
team plays up to its potential.
RT: The golf team is hosting 
an Invitational this weekend, 
something that hasn’t hap-
pened in the past couple 
years. How does it feel to 
be playing on your home 
course?
RM:  I’m really excited about the 
fact that we’re hosting a tour-
nament this weekend, and that 
most of the schools in our con-
ference will be there.  I feel that 
we have one of the most diffi-
cult home courses in the HCAC, 
and this home field advantage 
could give us the boost that we 
need to take the title.  We tee off 
at noon on Saturday and a little 
earlier on Sunday, so everyone 
should come on out to Hulman 
Ryan 
Mitchell
Extra Large
One-Topping
999Campus Only
One Large
One-Topping
O
N
L
Y 599Campus Only232-PAPA
S t o r e  H o u r s . . .
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am
1234 WABASH AVE.
Links and enjoy the beautiful 
weather while it lasts!
RT: How has participating in a 
varsity sport had an effect on 
your experience at Rose?
RM:  Participating in a varsity 
sport has made my time at Rose 
much more enjoyable.  It allows 
me to take my mind off of study-
ing and gives me the chance 
to just enjoy being outside and 
work on my game.
RT: Do you have any plans on 
staying involved in golf after 
Rose?
RM:  After I graduate, I plan on 
continuing to play golf as much 
as possible, and I will probably 
participate in a few amateur tour-
naments during the summer.
Rose-Hulman News
The men’s track and field team 
has been nationally ranked for 
the first time in more than a de-
cade by the U.S. Track and Field 
and Cross Country Coaches As-
sociation.
The Engineers are ranked No. 
25 in the nation and No. 5 in 
the Great Lakes Region in this 
week’s rankings from the orga-
nization.
The USTFCCA uses a criteria 
that evaluates the top two per-
formances in each event that 
is conducted at the NCAA Divi-
sion III Track and Field Indoor 
National Championships and 
assigns a numerical value based 
upon the quality of the mark.
Last week, the Engineers 
combined for 11 top 10 finishes 
at the 2008 Little State Cham-
pionships, led by three top five 
performances.  Senior Matt 
Repking led the Engineers with 
a second-place effort in the 
3,000-meter steeplechase, while 
sophomores Jonathan Rogers 
and Travis Vanderberg in the 
pole vault and javelin throw.
The Engineers return to ac-
tion at the Rose-Hulman Twi-
light Meet tonight  starting at 5 
p.m. at Cook Stadium.  Running 
events begin at 5:30 and admis-
sion is free.
Men’s track 
nationally ranked
The Rose Thorn8
Motherbird come in, this is Eagle 20. Requesting permission to jabber about all unattributed material being the opposite of plagarized by one Matt Melton. Roger that Eagle 20. Requesting permission to finish the last three weeks of school without turning in any of my homework, 
going to any classes, and sleeping through all my tests while still maintaing my A in 302, over. Roger that Eagle 20. Permission denied. Crashing may be a better option, over. Roger that Motherbird. Requesting permission to crash gracefully...this isn’t where you parked the Cruiser...
  James Zhou
 O h  t h e  H u m a n i t i e s !
What if engineering was like some of the more esoteric liberal 
arts fields, where things like facts are tossed out in favor of “truths,” 
beliefs, and inane opinions? To find out, I went deep undercover 
as a corporate-hating-Democrat-hippie pot dealer with three tri-
sexual multi-racial parents at a liberal arts university, where thanks 
to the enormous class sizes, no one noticed me spying on the vari-
ous lectures. 
Unfortunately, I was discovered and subsequently kicked out 
when I accidently sat in on an international relations class and 
made a remark based on logical deductions from a statistical anal-
ysis of the relative contributions of each nation to scientific prog-
ress. While an angry and slightly intoxicated mob chased me away 
from their bastion of free thinking for my rationality, I texted this 
article to the Flipside.
Archaic languages: If you thought translating between Metric 
and English units were hard, try translating a schematic of a sus-
pension bridge between Aramaic and Latin. On the plus side, if you 
ever make a mistake and someone dies, just blame it on the con-
struction workers’ shameful ignorance of the “damn well still alive” 
languages.
History: I fell asleep and was unable to learn anything about his-
tory, except that history is really boring.
Music: Apparently music majors spend their entire lives study-
ing and reproducing harmonic oscillations. My EE friend has a 
small combination signal generator/oscilloscope which replicated 
Mozart’s life’s work in roughly 3 days and finished his unfinished 
works in the following afternoon. He is currently using it to figure 
out why his radio has trouble receiving the song about “superman-
ning holes” (I have no idea what language that song is in or what 
“supermanning holes” even translate to).
Psychology: The most awesome class ever. You get points based 
on how deviant your opinions are from everyone else’s. Finally, 
some people who applaud the genius behind my idea of conquer-
ing the world with a cyborg army. Of course, since they have no 
career prospects, money, or useful organs, they can not assist my 
plans.
Art: I was too disgusted to take an arts class after hearing about 
how some Yale girl made her senior project with leftover matter 
from self-induced miscarriages. 
Women’s studies: The class is full of women, who glared at me 
until I left. In reflection, wearing a “bros before ho’s” t-shirt was not 
the correct disguise for this situation.
FLIPSIDE
Rejected warnings for 
the new alarm system
Interpretive 
Education
Matthew Melton and Molly G (illam)
  B a c k  W i t h  a  V e n g e n c e !
10. You walk in your room to find 2000 pounds of jello on your bed 
and four freshmen apologizing because they thought you were 
Tim.
9. You finally get to relax with some good old fashioned IM’s – ex-
cept they’ve been rained out four out of the five weeks. Who wants 
to try indoor Softball next year?
8. Two tests, two homework assignments, a quiz, lab write-up, blah 
blah blah insert your specific class requirement here, and your 
girlfriend thinks you’re cheating on her because you don’t spend 
any time with her.
7. You try to write a joke about Hertz, but everyone who knew him 
graduated a long ago. Next Flipside celebrity: Ryland Hayes!
6. Mid-term break time! Unfortunately, break is short for Brutally 
Reaming you with Extra Assignments Kindly. Spring break 2008 
forever!
5. Your laptop, not wanting to ruin your game of Dota, instead 
commits Seppuku while working on your Senior Design project 
that’s due Monday morning. And no, IAIT does not do house calls.
4. You pull an all-nighter studying for the Fluids test, only to get to 
M Sys and learn Fluids is next Friday. M Sys is this Friday.
3. You finish your ten-page research paper only to discover it’s not 
supposed to be double spaced.
2. Rose Superflu! A cross hybrid of the common cold and our shat-
tered hopes and dreams of an easy spring quarter.  And it lasts until 
summer no matter what you do.
1. All your friends outside of Rose finished their finals this week. 
Those !@#$%^&*...
Top Ten ways 
Rose kicks us 
in the ...
“I am God, I define this [eras-
er] as a centimeter.” — Dr. 
Bunch, always drawing to 
scale. His scale.
“What would your chromo-
somes be like if you didn’t 
see this stuff?” — Dr. Gali-
naitis on the superiority 
of RHIT students chromo-
somes. Or lack thereof...
“I should find all of your Calc 
I professors and shoot 
them!” — Dr. Holden, who 
just doesn’t like the Calc I 
professors. They stole his 
abaccus. Meanies...
“You got 2 vectors, Mike and 
John here, and they walk 
into a bar...” — Dr. Gali-
naitis, master mathemat-
ics storyteller.
“What’s doping? That has 
many contexts, I grew up 
in the 60s and know all 
about that.” — Dr. Bunch, 
who just explained why he 
made the eraser comment.
“Ask your father about that. 
He’ll probably hit you for 
that.” — Dr. Sanders, al-
ways ready to nominate 
his students for old school 
punishment.
“That’s when I knew I was 
doomed to be an engi-
neering professor: when 
I floated my rubber ducky 
under the water” — Dr. 
Thom, sharing a tender 
moment about his lost 
childhood. Touching.
Wacky prof quotes
This day...
...in history
2000: President Bill Clinton an-
nounces the civilian use of 
GPS. Now both a human and 
computerized woman can tell 
you where to go in a car, and 
the man’s wrong twice.
Aaron Meles - Dibs on First one to Hack the Sirens

























Transactions performed above, around, and mostly under the table Amount:
New signs for our building so…who gets lost on our  campus? -5,000.00
Covering the difference in SGA's budget for next year (This one's real) -31,000.00
Revenue for renting out our souls facilities to the Colts 300,000.00
Expenditures resulting from the Colts being needier than a Rose Goddess -121,437.00
Profits from selling the leftover Colts stuff on Ebay (yay garbage picking!) 37,456.00
Money spent on 30 foot tall honeycombs so our parents will feel better -9,740.00
Ad money from playing hourly radio commercials on the honeycombs 47,100.00
Money funneled to the DOD for secret laboratory under Scum Pond -241,570.00
Covering the damage from the Femto-laser being pointed the wrong way $ Deming
Yearly total of fun with Slush Fund transactions -24,191.00

1946: The Battle of Alcatraz oc-
curs as six inmates take over 
the prison in a failed escape at-
tempt. Why hasn’t this become 
a level in some video game yet? 
Get on that CS majors!
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